Dark Fibre Network Specialists

Global Switch to Equinix Dark Fibre Service

Luminet has extended its Dark Fibre network in the Sydney metropolitan area by directly linking
Global Switch’s Data Centre in Ultimo (45,000m²) with the two Equinix Data Centres located at
Alexandria (18,000m²) and Mascot (12,300m²).

High Performance

The Equinix and Global Switch sites are over five kilometres apart but are now directly connected with
a hard spliced optical fibre network backbone from Luminet which offers point-to-point Dark Fibre
services. The link essentially provides a very long fibre cross-connect between the two sites and hence
allows customers to build a high performance private network that gives them total control.

Low Cost

Luminet’s infrastructure, resources and processes are optimised for the supply and support of Dark
Fibre. Combining this fact with the economics of Luminet’s high density Dark Fibre network means
that we can pass on these efficiencies and offer highly competitive pricing to our customers. The
result is a very cost-effective solution, especially when compared to slower, less reliable and less
secure services such as Metro Ethernet.

Dark Fibre Benefits

Cost-Effective
Fixed pricing for unrestricted capacity gives you a
cost-effective link for high bandwidth requirements.
Future Proof
You control what transmission technology and
protocols to use over your dedicated link.
Reliable
Premium Service Levels are offered with every link
and backed by a full 24x7 support service.
Secure
Your allocated Dark Fibre cores are completely
dedicated to you from end-to-end giving you
unprecedented protection from intrusion.

Luminet is a fully licensed telecommunications
carrier that focuses purely on providing high
performance Dark Fibre network links.
Luminet combines an experienced team, the latest
optical fibre technologies, and a full portfolio of
support services to provide you with complete endto-end Dark Fibre solutions.
Luminet owns and maintains its own Dark Fibre
network which means you can be assured of
receiving rapid, effective and qualified support at all
times from a team of Dark Fibre professionals.
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